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THE ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES UNIVERSITY 
HYDERABAD 500 007 (formerly CIEFL) 

(A Central University established by an Act of Parliament) 

www.efluniversity.ac.in (040-27689447/ 040 27070046) Fax: 040 27090164 

 

Office of the Dean, Foreign Students 
 

ADMISSION NOTICE – 2017 FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS ONLY 
  

 
Applications are invited for admission to the following academic programmes for the years 

2017-18.  Application forms can be downloaded from the university website.  The duly filled-in 

application forms shall be sent to:  

The Dean (Foreign Students)  

The English and Foreign Languages University  

Hyderabad 500007  

     Telangana, INDIA, 

The filled in application can alternatively be sent as an attachment file to the                                  
email ID: eflu_deanfs@rediffmail.com . 

 

Applications will be accepted till  : 31
st
 January, 2017 

 

 

Programmes offered 
 

 

HYDERABAD CAMPUS  

 

 

Sl.

No 

Programme 
Eligibility Semesters 

1 B.A.(Hons.) English i.  Pass in +2 or their equivalent 

OR 

ii.  Pursuing the qualifying degree 

mentioned above (provided the candidate 

passes the exam at the time of admission) 

 

6 Semesters 

 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
 

 

 B.A. (Hons.) Arabic i.  Pass in 10+2 examination or its 6 Semesters 

http://www.efluniversity.ac.in/
mailto:eflu_deanfs@rediffmail.com
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2 

 

equivalent 

 

OR 

 

ii. Pursuing the qualifying degree 

mentioned above (provided the 

candidates scores the minimum eligibility 

percentage stated above) 

 

 

 

3 

 

B.A. (Hons.) French 

 

4 

 

B.A. (Hons.) Russian 

 

5 

 

B.A. (Hons.) Spanish 

6 

 

 

 

B.A. (Hons.) Japanese 

7 
 

B.A. (Hons) German 

 

Mandatory Qualifications: 
 

Programme 
* 

CEFR 

** 

IELTS 

(Academic) 

*** 

TOEFL 

Paper 

based 

Computer 

based 
Internet based 

B.A. (Hons) English B2 5.5 513 183 65 

B.A. (Hons)                

(Foreign Languages) 
A2 3.5 433 120 40 

ENGLISH 

*      Common European framework of Reference for Language 

**    International English Language Testing System 

***  Test of English as Foreign Language 

 

 

 

 

8 

M.A. English (under Cafeteria 

system) 

M.A. Linguistics 

M.A. English Literature 

M.A. Literary and Cultural 

Studies 

M.A. (TESL) 

M.A. Media and 

Communication 

  

Eligibility: 

 

i.  A Bachelor’s degree with a 

minimum of 55% in any discipline  

 

OR 

 

ii. Pursuing the qualifying degree 

mentioned above (provided the 

candidate passes the exam at the 

time of admission) 

 

 

 

4 Semesters 
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
 

9 

 

M.A. Arabic 
Eligibility: 

i. Any Bachelors’ Degree in the  

language concerned or Bachelor 

degree in any discipline with a 

certificate of B1 level proficiency 

equivalent to Advanced Diploma 

in the language concerned. 

OR 

ii. Pursuing any of the qualifying 

degrees mentioned above 

(provided the candidate scores the 

minimum eligibility percentage 

stated above) 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Semesters 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Semesters 

 

10 

 

M.A. French 

 

11 

 

M.A. Japanese  

 

12 

 

M.A. Spanish 

13 M.A. German 

 

14 

 

M.A. Russian 

 

Eligibility: 

i. Any Bachelors’ Degree in the  

language concerned or Bachelor 

degree in any discipline with a 

certificate of B1 level proficiency 

equivalent to Advanced Diploma 

in the language concerned. 

OR 

ii.    Pursuing any of the qualifying 

degrees mentioned above (provided 

the candidate scores the minimum 

eligibility percentage stated above) 

 

15 

 

M.A. Hindi 
Eligibility: 

 

i. Bachelor’s degree in Hindi or 

equivalent as per standards in their 

country. 

OR 

ii.  Pursuing the qualifying degree 

mentioned above (provided the 

candidate passes the exam at the time 

of admission) 

4 Semesters 

Mandatory Qualification: 
 

Programme CEFR 
IELTS 

(Academic) 

TOEFL 

Paper-

based 

Computer

-based 
Internet-based 

 

MA English 
B2 6.00 547 210 78 

M.A. (Foreign 

Languages) 
B1 5.5 513 183 65 
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M.A. Japanese 

 
 N2 Proficiency Level of JLPT 

ENGLISH 

 
16 Ph.D. 

Film Studies  
Eligibility: 

 

M.A. degree (with 55% aggregate) in 

any discipline in Humanities, Social 

Sciences, Communication, Arts, 

Visual Arts, Fine Arts.  Any 

postgraduate degree holder (with 55% 

aggregate) with a proven experience of 

5 years in cinema and other visual 

media industries is also eligible to 

apply. 

 

6 Semesters 

17 Ph.D. Translation Studies  

 
Eligibility: 

i.  M.A. in any language with 55% 

marks  

OR 

ii.  Pursuing the qualifying degree 

mentioned above (provided the 

candidate scores the minimum 

eligibility percentage stated above) 

6 Semesters 

18 Ph.D. Cultural Studies  

Eligibility: 
 

i.   M.A. in Cultural Studies/ English/ 

Humanities/Social Sciences with at 

least 55%. 

OR 

ii.  Pursuing the qualifying degree 

mentioned above (provided the 

candidate scores the minimum 

eligibility percentage stated above) 

 

6 Semesters 

19 Ph.D. 

English Language Education 
Eligibility: 
 

1. M.A. in TESL/M.A. English 

(TESL.)/M.A. English with at 

least one course in the area of 

ELT (with 55% or equivalent 

as per the EFL University 

grading system norms)  

 

2. A pass in Semester 1 of 

6 Semesters 
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PGDTE (or an equivalent) with 

a GPA of 3.00 without an E 

grade.  

 

                 OR 
 

3. PGCTE (CIEFL/EFL 

University)  

with a minimum GPA of 3.00 

without an E grade. M.Phil. 

English Language Education 

OR 

4. M.Phil in English Language 

Education 

                     OR 

5. Pursuing any of the qualifying 

degrees mentioned above 

(provided the candidate scores 

the minimum eligibility 

percentage stated above) 

 

 

20 Ph.D. English Literature  

 
Eligibility: 

1. M.A. in English with at least a 

high second class (55%) 

2. M.A. in Humanities and Social 

Sciences, with interest in and  

commitment to the research 

done at the EFL University.  In 

the case of M.A. in Humanities 

and Social Sciences, the 

medium of instruction should 

have been English. 

OR 

3. M.Phil English 

(Commonwealth 

Literature)/English 

Lit.,/Comparative Lit. 

OR 

4. Pursuing any of the qualifying 

degrees mentioned above 

(provided the candidate scores 

the minimum eligibility 

percentage stated above) 

 

6 Semesters 
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21 Ph.D. Linguistics & Phonetics Eligibility: 
 

1. M.A. in 

Linguistics/Phonetics/Applied 

Linguistics  OR 

2. M.A. or M.Phil in English 

(with specialization in 

Linguistics and Phonetics) with 

a minimum GPA of 3.50 or 

55% marks. OR 

3. PGCTE/DTE (with adequate 

background* in Linguistics and 

Phonetics) with a minimum 

GPA of 3.00 

     * Adequate background implies 

having done at least two of the 

following four courses. 

     i. Basic Issues in syntax 

    ii. Basic Issues in Phonology 

   iii. Basic Issues in Semantics 

    iv. Introduction to Phonetics 

     v. Introduction to  

        Sociolinguistics 

    vi. Second Language Acquisition 
 

6 Semesters 

 

Mandatory Qualification: 
 

Programme CEFR 

IELTS 

(Academic) 

TOEFL 

Paper -

based 

Computer 

- based 
Internet- based 

Ph.D C1 6.5 550 213 79 
 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
 

22 Ph.D. Arabic Literature 

 

 

Eligibility: 

M.A. in Arabic Literature only 6 Semesters 

23 Ph.D. Russian Studies 

          (Language/Literature) 

 

 

Eligibility: 

1. M.A. in Russian with 55% or 

its equivalent 

(OR) 

2. M.A. in Russian with Grade B 

average and  a PGCT/PGDT in 

Russian with at least an  

overall grade C  

6 Semesters 
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(OR) 

3. M.Litt/M.Phil. or an equivalent 

qualification in Russian. (OR) 

4. M.A. in Russian with a 

minimum of 7 years’ 

experience in teaching the 

language Russian at a 

recognized institution.  

24 Ph.D. Hindi Eligibility: 

1. M.A. Hindi (should have 

studied M.A. Hindi for four 

semesters OR two years in the 

year-wise scheme) with a 

minimum of 55% of mark.   

OR 
2. M.Phil. Hindi with a minimum 

of 55% of marks in M.A. Hindi  

 

6 Semesters 

 

LUCKNOW CAMPUS PROGRAMMES  

 

 25 B.A. (Hons) 

English 

i.  Pass in +2 or their equivalent 

OR 

ii.  Pursuing the qualifying degree mentioned 

above (provided the candidate passes the exam at 

the time of admission) 

6 Semesters 

 

Mandatory Qualification: 

 

Programme CEFR 
IELTS 

(Academic) 

TOEFL 

Paper -

based 

Computer - 

based 
Internet-based 

 

B.A. (Hons) 

English 

B2 5.5 513 183 65 

 

 

ENGLISH 
26 MA 

English 
Eligibility: 

 

i.  A Bachelor’s degree with a minimum of 55% in any 

discipline  

 

OR 

4 Semesters 
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ii. Pursuing the qualifying degree mentioned above 

(provided the candidate passes the exam at the time of 

admission) 

 
 

Mandatory Qualification: 

Programme CEFR 
IELTS 

(Academic) 

TOEFL 

Paper -

based 

Computer - 

based 
Internet-based 

MA B2 6.00 547 210 
78 

 
 

Programmes at SHILLONG  CAMPUS   

ENGLISH 
27 M.A. 

English 

 

Eligibility: 

 

Eligibility: 

 

i.  A Bachelor’s degree with a minimum of 55% in 

any discipline  

 

OR 

ii. Pursuing the qualifying degree mentioned above 

(provided the candidate passes the exam at the time 

of admission) 

 

4 Semesters 

 

 

28 M.A. Mass 

Communicat

ion and 

Journalism 

(MCJ) 

4 Semesters 

 

 

Mandatory Qualification: 
 

 

Programme CEFR 
IELTS 

(Academic) 

TOEFL 

Paper -

based 

Computer 

- based 
Internet-based 

MA B2 6.00 547 210 78 

ENGLISH 

29 Ph.D 

English 

Language 

Education 

Eligibility: 

M.A. TESL/English with 55% 

A pass in semester 1 of PGDTE with GPA of 3.00   

M.Phil. (ELE) or PGCTE (CIEFL/EFL University) 

with a minimum GPA of 3.00 without any E grade 

6 Semesters 

 

Mandatory Qualification: 

Programme CEFR IELTS TOEFL 
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(Academic) Paper -

based 

Computer 

-based 
Internet - based 

Ph.D C1 6.5 550 213 79 
 

 

 

1. Proficiency Levels for Eligibility: 
 

Name of the Examination 

 

Programme CEFR 
IELTS 

(Academic) 
TOEFL 

ENGLISH 
Paper- 

based 

Computer- 

based 

Internet- 

based 

 

B.A. (English & 

MCJ) 

 

B2 5.5 513 183 65 

 

MA/PGDTE/B.Ed. 

 

B2 6.00 547 210 78 

 

Ph.D 

 

C1 6.5 550 213 79 

 

 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
 

B.A. (Foreign 

Languages) 
A2 3.5 433 120 40 

M.A. (Foreign 

Languages 
B1 5.5 513 183 65 

M.A. Japanese N2 Proficiency Level of JLPT 
 

 

Disclaimer:  

 

The EFL University reserves the right to withdraw any or all the programmes notified on 

the Website for the academic year 2017-18. 
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SOME IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS 
 

 
 

1. Applications of those candidates who do not fulfill the required qualifications mentioned 

(eligibility and mandatory qualifications) will not be considered for admission.  

 

2. For Ph.D, candidates should submit a Research Proposal/Synopsis of 500 to 800 words 

along with their application. 

 

3. Candidates for research degrees should also qualify in the telephonic interview to be 

conducted by the University as per the schedule, which will be intimated to the 

candidates. 

4. The academic session for the year 2017-18 will begin on 1st August, 2017. 
 

5. Hostel accommodation will be provided depending on the availability. 
 

6. Students provisionally admitted to the various programmes at the EFL University should 

make their own arrangements for travel from the Rajiv Gandhi International Airport, 

Shamshabad to EFL University, Hyderabad. 

 

7. For further queries contact the following phone numbers:  

  

+9140 27689403 (Section Officer) 

             +9140 27689511 (Office of Dean, Foreign Students) 

 
 
 
Date: 5 December 2017       Controller of Examinations i/c 
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 

 

 

International students have to make considerable investments both financially and personally 

when they decide to study overseas.  We, at the EFL University, recognize this and would like to 

assure you that the University offers not only excellent research resources and high quality 

education leading to internationally recognized qualifications, but also outstanding welfare and 

social facilities. 

 

At the EFL University we are confident that we can meet your highest expectations and that  we 

can also provide you with all the support services necessary to ensure that you have a rewarding 

experience here, both academically and socially.  Our confidence stems from our many satisfied 

students, who have successfully graduated from the EFL University. We have now acquired the 

experience of hosting ICCR-funded students and self-financing students from a wide range of 

countries such as Romania, Bulgaria, Vietnam, Korea, Thailand, Tajikistan, Kyrgystan, 

Uzbekistan, Yemen, Oman, Ethiopia, Mongolia, Nepal, Bangladesh, Russia, Belgium and other 

countries. 

 

At the EFL University we have three levels of programmes for international students. You can 

work towards an undergraduate degree (B.A. Honours), a postgraduate degree (M.A.), or a 

research degree (M.Phil./Ph.D.).  The details of the various degrees are given under Programmes 

in the Face-to-face Mode and Distance mode, Hyderabad Campus, Lucknow Campus and the 

North-East Campus at Shillong. You can also visit our website at www.efluniversity.ac.in 

 

 

COURSES AND ADMISSION PROCEDURES 

 

Whether you are a sponsored student or a self-sponsored one, the courses that you can choose to 

study are the same, but the way in which you apply and the admission procedures that you have 

to follow are different, so we will specify these procedures separately. 

 

 

CANDIDATES SEEKING SPONSORSHIP FROM ICCR: 

 

You must apply preferably in the month of December/January to the Indian Embassy/Consulate 

in your country, in the prescribed form, available at the Embassy itself. You can download this 

from the ICCR website www.iccrindia.org. All communication is only through the ICCR and not 

directly with the EFL University. 

 

If you are applying for a research degree you have to submit a research proposal (synopsis) to the 

EFL University. This will enable us to determine the nature of your course work after you join 

the University. 

 

After the formalities of the sponsorship and immigration are done and you are in Hyderabad, you 

must report to the ICCR local office in Hyderabad first to get your ICCR identity card.  The 

ICCR will then give you two to three months of your scholarship amount as advance to help you 
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settle down. Once you have got the ICCR identity card, you can come to the University, fill in 

the prescribed joining report form, and submit all your original certificates.  You become a 

student of the University only after you hand in the joining report.  You should register with the 

police at the Foreigner Regional Registration Office (FRRO) within 15 days of your arrival. The 

HIV clearance certificate has to be produced on arrival. Your fees will be paid by the ICCR. 

Research Students are given single room accommodation while B.A., M.A., PGDTE, etc., 

students have to share a room with another student. Married research students can opt to stay out 

of the campus. 

 

Please contact the Dean, Foreign Students, The EFL University, for further details at 

eflu_deanfs@rediffmail.com 

 

 

SELF-FINANCED CANDIDATES: 

 

You must apply to the Dean, Foreign Students, EFL University directly in the prescribed 

application form which you can download from www.efluniversity.ac.in 

 

If you are applying for a research degree you have to submit a research proposal (synopsis) to the 

EFL University. This will enable us to determine the nature of your course work after you join 

the University. 

 

Please contact the Dean, Foreign Students, the EFL University, for further details at 

eflu_deanfs@rediffmail.com 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL/FOREIGN STUDENTS  

(ALREADY PURSUING HIGHER STUDIES IN INDIA) 

 

You must apply to the Dean, Foreign Students, the EFL University, directly in the prescribed 

application form which you can download from www.efluniversity.ac.in 

 

If you are applying for a Research degree you have to submit a Research Proposal (synopsis) to 

the EFL University. This will enable us to determine the nature of your course work after you 

join the University. 

 

Please contact the Dean, Foreign Students, The EFL University for further details at 

eflu_deanfs@rediffmail.com 

 

NATURE OF VISA REQUIRED 

(for ICCR and Self-sponsored Candidates) 

 

If you want to do your graduation/post graduation at the EFL University, you need to get a 

Student Visa.  This is easily available, so if you apply in the month of April/May, you may be 

able to join in August. 
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If you want to do a Ph.D., you need a Research Visa, and this is a little difficult to get and some 

times takes about 8-9 months. 

 

You can join all the programmes only at the beginning of the academic year i.e. 1st August. 

 

SERVICES FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 

 

The Dean, Foreign Students, is the Foreign Students Advisor. The Dean looks after the academic 

and non-academic problems of foreign students. 

 

TUITION FEE AND LIVING EXPENSES 

 

The fees for international students are given in a separate section. Please note that it is not 

possible to earn your living expenses while following a full-time course. The cost of living will 

vary with inflation and changes in exchange rates. You have to pay the fees for each semester 

at the start of the semester, failing which you will not be allowed to register for any courses. 

 

HOUSING FACILITIES 

 

The University has two hostels for international students – Tagore International Hostel for Men 

and International Women’s Hostel.  The rent for accommodation in the hostels is Rs.4,000/- per 

month for single occupancy and Rs.2,500/- per month for double occupancy (sharing room) with 

a refundable caution money deposit of Rs.15,000/- to be paid at the time of admission to the 

hostel. Rent must be paid at the beginning of each month, and a penalty will be charged for 

late payment. Those who have not paid rent will not be permitted to write their 

examinations unless they clear all outstanding dues. 

 

In addition to the University’s Hostels (Men’s and Women’s) a range of private flats, houses and 

lodgings are available throughout the city, including houses shared with other students, single or 

double bed-rooms, self-contained flats, and rooms in properties occupied by their owners.  The 

cost of such housing and the facilities included obviously vary. They may be in the range of Rs. 

5000/- per month. It is therefore important for new students to begin their enquiries as early as 

possible. 

 

Newly arrived students from overseas often need temporary accommodation whilst they find a 

place more permanent. This can be arranged by the University in the Hostels or Guest Houses, 

depending on your date of arrival. You must however inform us in advance about temporary 

accommodation if any, needed by you. For ICCR students, the ICCR Regional Office in 

Hyderabad looks after their initial stay and expenses. 

 

 

-------x-------- 


